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Financial Planning 
Saving for College: 529 College Savings Plans

The basics
A 529 plan is a state-sponsored program that allows parents, 
relatives and friends to invest in a child’s (or any person’s) 
K-12 and college education. Almost all states and the District 
of Columbia offer some type of 529 plan. However, you don’t 
have to live in a particular state to take advantage of its plan.

The term “qualified higher education expense” includes up 
to $10,000 in annual expenses for tuition in connection with 
enrollment or attendance at an elementary school, secondary 
public, private or religious school. Be sure to check with the 
school’s state 529 plan rules to see if it permits this option.

It’s important to remember that a 529 account belongs to you. 
While your child is the beneficiary, you remain in charge of  
the money, which is managed by a fund manager assigned by 
the state.

How to open and contribute to a 529 plan
Parents, grandparents and other family members can open 
a 529 account on behalf of a child or adult at a brokerage or 

WAG on the Move
Welcome Dan Wunderlin!    
We would like to welcome Dan Wunderlin 
to the WAG family! At WAG, Dan works as a 
staff accountant, tax preparer and operations 
associate. Dan was raised in Fort Wayne, IN 
where he graduated from Bishop Dwenger 
HS. He then attended Indiana University and 
received his BS in Accounting & Finance and 
his MBA in Business Administration. He also 
has his CPA license. Dan is excited to be in 
this new role where he can apply his business 
and financial knowledge in the financial 
planning environment. In his free time, Dan 
enjoys spending time with family and friends, 
playing golf, bicycling and genealogy. n 
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Dow Jones Inds. +11.98

S&P 500 +15.84

Barclays Aggregate Bond -1.58

MSCI EAFE  +7.85

MSCI Emerging Mkts.  -2.18
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other financial institution, or directly with 
a state. A person can be the beneficiary of 
more than one 529 plan at the same time, 
but you’ll want to make sure the combined 
contributions don’t exceed the state’s 
contribution limit.

Most 529 college savings plans allow you  
to open an account with a small amount— 
say $25.

Also, be sure to ask whether your employer 
allows you to make 529 contributions 
automatically as a payroll deduction, which 
is a benefit some companies offer.

Tax advantages
Earnings in a 529 plan grow federally tax-
deferred, which means your money has a 
chance to compound faster because you 
don’t have to pay taxes on current investment 
income or capital gains. Even better, 
withdrawals are tax-free as long as you use 
the money to pay for qualified education 
expenses, which typically include tuition, 
books, school supplies and room and board.

Contributions to a 529 are after-tax and 
not federally tax deductible. However, if 
you invest in your own state’s 529 plan or 
if your state is a “tax parity state,” you may 
benefit from state income tax deductions 
on contributions or state tax exemptions on 
withdrawals.

You can typically contribute up to $15,000 
a year (or $30,000 for couples) without 
incurring the gift tax. It’s also possible to 
contribute a lump sum of up to $75,000 to 
one or more 529 college savings plan in a 
single year ($150,000 for couples) without 
being subject to the gift tax. The IRS views 
the money as an annual $15,000 (or $30,000 
for couples) gift over five years. However, if 
you contribute more money on behalf of the 
same child during those five years, you may 
trigger the gift tax.

States can also put a cap on how much can 
accumulate in a 529 account. Most states 
set the limit in the $300,000–$400,000 per 
beneficiary range, though some states have 
higher limits. n

Reminder: 2021 Contribution Deadlines 
We want to remind you of the following contribution 
deadlines: 

 • 529 accounts: Contributions must be postmarked to 
CollegeChoice by 12/31/2021 to be classified as a 2021 
contribution. Indiana’s limit is $5,000.00 for 2021 
contributions. If you are outside of Indiana, please check 
your individual state for 2021 contribution limits.

 • Traditional IRA and Roth IRA accounts: If eligible, 
contribution deadline is 04/15/2022 for 2021 contributions. 
The limits for 2021 are $6,000.00 for anyone under 50, 
and $7,000.00 for anyone 50 or older. n

Retirement Planning Corner 
How Should Retirees Respond to Inflation? 
It seems like inflation worries are everywhere these days. Is it 
back? Is it coming? Will it last? How bad could it get?

While investors of all types may care about inflation, the 
issue is particularly salient for those who have retired. 
Indeed, in a recent Society of Actuaries survey, retirees said 
their second-largest concern was the possibility their savings 
and investments won’t keep pace with inflation.

What’s happening?
Perhaps the first thing to acknowledge is that some inflation 
is actually good for the economy. When the prices of goods 
and services are allowed to increase at a slow and stable rate 
over time, businesses can invest in growth and innovation—
reasonably secure in the knowledge that they can charge 
more tomorrow than they can today—while households can 
be confident that rising prices won’t blow a hole in the family 
budget and hinder saving.

Over time, the Federal Reserve has determined that inflation 
of 2% is “most consistent” with its twin mandates of price 
stability and maximum employment. The trouble is, inflation 
has remained stubbornly below that level for nearly a 
decade, even as unemployment fell to a 50-year low in the 
months leading up to the pandemic. More recently, the Fed 
also loosened up its targeting scheme for inflation, vowing 
to let price growth run a little above the 2% target before 
triggering an interest rate hike. 
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So, in a sense, the recent uptick in inflation readings is a welcome 
sign, indicating that the Fed’s efforts have started to pay off. 
Government relief and stimulus spending have also helped. 

And then there’s the pandemic effect, which may temporarily be 
making the inflation situation seem worse than it is. Business closures 
and lockdowns put numerous kinks in supply chains, leading to 
bizarre price increases for certain materials, such as lumber. As we 
move forward, those temporary effects should drop out of the data.

The bottom line is that we’re pretty far from a return to the  
double-digit inflation rates of the 1970s, in our view. That said, 
even moderate inflation adds up over time. At an average growth 
rate of 2.5%, prices will double in less than 30 years. But is it worth 
panicking?

Inflation in retirement
Inflation isn’t a monolith, with one uniform rate. The cost of groceries 
might fall, while the cost of healthcare surges. Consequently, your 
experience with inflation will depend a lot on where your dollars go.

“In general, four things come to dominate most retirees’ expenses: 
housing, transportation, food, and healthcare. So, it makes sense 
to track conditions in those categories,” says Rob Williams, vice 
president of financial planning at the Schwab Center for Financial 
Research. 

Inflation Rates in Retirees’ Top-Four Expenses in May

   Annualized Annualized
 Category  % of Spending 1-Year Inflation 5-Year Inflation

 Housing 35.7% 2.9% 2.8%

 Health Care 14.0% 1.0% 2.3%

 Transportation 13.8% 18.3% 2.7%

 Food 13.1% 2.2% 1.9%

Source: SCFR calculations based on BLS data. CEX based on age 65+, 2019-20 mid-year data

“Differences in spending and the way inflation affects spending power 
over time are why it’s so important to make sure your portfolio 
is diversified in a way that helps to deliver stability and growth in 
retirement,” Rob says. “Your investments don’t stop growing the day 
you retire.”

In fact, your savings may be better able to cope with inflation than 
you might expect. For example, stock returns hold up better against 
both inflation and taxes than bonds and cash investments.

Investing and spending
Conventional investing wisdom includes two strategies that are 
relevant to how retirees think about inflation. The first is that, as > continued on next page

you age, it’s best to scale back your 
riskier stock holdings in favor of more-
stable bonds and cash investments. 
The second is the 4% rule for drawing 
down your savings: In your first year of 
retirement, you withdraw 4% of your 
portfolio and then adjust that amount in 
line with inflation each year thereafter.

While both strategies are useful starting 
points, they may not be flexible enough 
for retirees dealing with the reality of 
shifting economic environments. Why?

 • You may need to start retirement 
with a sizable allocation to stocks. 
It’s natural to want to reduce risk as 
you age, but it’s also important not 
to hobble your growth potential by 
dialing too far back on stocks too 
soon, especially given their relative 
resilience against inflation. “In fact, 
in their first decade of retirement, it 
may make sense for today’s retirees 
to keep as much as 60% of their 
investment assets in equities,” Rob 
says. “And that’s just for those who 
want to support their retirement 
spending. If you have other 
spending plans or wish to leave a 
legacy, you may want even more.” 

 • You may be able to withdraw more 
of your savings than you’d expect.  
The reality is that your expenses 
may vary, and your portfolio will 
likely have good years and not so 
good years. If inflation has you 
wondering if your current savings 
will go the distance, it may make 
sense to work with an advisor to 
review and adjust spending as your 
needs dictate and conditions allow. 
Otherwise, make sure to update 
your financial plan once a year, 
so you can feel confident your 
spending is appropriate given the 
performance of your investments 
and the broader economy. The 
idea is to remain flexible and scale 
back when necessary, while staying 
invested for growth even as you 
spend.
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Up to you
So, if all this talk about inflation has 
you concerned, it’s worth taking the 
time to stress test the assumptions 
behind your retirement plan and 
portfolio. You may find that your 
financial plan already has some 
robust inflation expectations built 
in. If not, work with an advisor to 
determine what could happen to 
your plan if inflation rises, and adjust 
if necessary. The economy is always 
shifting, and your plans might need 
to follow suit. n

WAG Client 
Spotlight 
Life’s sweet moments with  
Jim and Sue Fox
Often what we choose to pursue 
in life is molded by our childhood 
experiences, and Jim Fox is living 
proof of that. Jim is the third 
generation in the line of the Fox 
family to make a living in the food 
canning industry. 

Some of Jim’s fondest memories 
were the times he spent traveling 
the states east of the Mississippi 
river with his father and uncle who 
owned a food canning equipment 
company. During the Summer, Jim’s 
father and uncle would travel to 
canneries selling and maintaining the 
equipment that they manufactured 
and Jim, staring around the age of 8, 
would ride along. 

Sometimes, they would be on 
the road for up to a week and 
during the day when his dad or 
uncle would be working on the 
equipment, Jim would go out to the 
production line and help the ladies 
clean and prepare the tomatoes, 
or other produce, to be canned. 
Jim really enjoyed the rich culture 
of the workers and he said that 

they took care of him as if he were their own family. Before they left 
each cannery, they were frequently given a case of the goods that the 
workers were canning, and by the end of the trip they would have a car 
full of an assortment of canned goods. Jim shared that his mother was 
not a canner, and that she did not need to be, since they always had a 
supply from the canneries they visited! 

Jim loved these experiences so much so that he got a masters and PhD 
degree in food technology (food scientist). His career required he and his 
wife, Sue, to move every 3 or 4 years. Each time they moved, Jim would 
plant fruit trees and grapes in the backyard. Sadly, since they had to move 
so often, Jim and Sue never got to reap the fruits of their labor. Finally 
in 2005, Jim and Sue, along with their two boys, moved to Fremont, 
Ohio, where they still live today. They picked a home with a vacant lot 
next door to purchase so that Jim could plant his retirement orchard. 
Excitingly, 2010 was the first year Jim and Sue were able to harvest and 
can the fruits. They have been canning their own food ever since!

When asked what his favorite jam is, Jim 
quickly said, “concord grape jam!” But this 
is not just any concord grape jam… it is 
jam from a grape vine that he propagated 
from Sue’s grandfather’s backyard in the 
early 80s! Jim had carried a start to every 
place they lived, planted it, grew it, and 
then snipped a piece off and carried it to 
their next home when they left.

Today Jim and Sue can apples, peaches, pears, cherries and of course 
grapes! They don’t grow vegetables, but Jim says, part of the fun is 
to swap with other friends for fruits and 
vegetables they don’t grow. 

Jim and Sue’s canning project this year is 
baby food for their new granddaughter. They 
are taking home grown and organic to a 
whole new level! His advice for anyone who 
wants to start growing fruit trees is to contact 
their county extension. They have a wealth of 
knowledge to help you get started. n



The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or 
recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your financial 
advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. All indices are 
unmanaged and may not be invested into directly. 

There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will enhance overall returns or outperform a non-diversified portfolio. 
Diversification does not protect against market risk. No strategy assures success or protects against loss.
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